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GLORY

something that elevates man to the
of humanity, from which as
from a pedestal he dominates, shines, and attracts admiration.
It is more than ordinary distinction, which
may result from rank and station it is more than fame,
which at its best is but the applause of numbers; it is
a combination of praise and distinction; it is honor in
the superlative degree and imparts to its subjects a
touch of the superhuman. St. Thomas, following the
doctrine of the ancients, defines glory as fame accompanied by praise. (Suma I, II, q. 2, a. 3.)
is

that

splendor-heights

;

So understood, glory supposes in its subject certain
superior traits and qualities.
These endowments are
not of an essential but of an accidental character, and
constitute what theologians term the objective intrinsic
glory of their possessor.

Thus

the marvelous talent of Shakespeare to fathom

and explore human nature, and his peerless dramatic
power to convert his studies into breathing, red-blooded
characters, constituted his objective intrinsic glory.

A

man may

be celebrated not only for his qualities

or inner excellence but also for the w^orks which he pro-

duces.

These works or achievements constitute his
Thus to keep the same ex-

—

objective intrinsic glory.

ample

—Shakespeare's fourteen comedies, twelve
—
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—

trag-

(glories of

edies,

tfje

?^olp

(gijosft

and ten chronicle plays form

his objective ex-

trinsic glory.

Without becoming vainglorious, a
tain within his
gifts

mind a

Of course

and endowments.

be founded on truth,

man may

enter-

certain admiration for his personal

justice,

and

judgment must

this

order. This conscious-

ness of superiority would constitute his formal intrinsic

We

can imagine Shakespeare dwelling complacently on his dramatic genius, when in the evening of
life, as fruits thereof, he enjoyed both fame and wealth.
glory.

When excellence is recognized and praised by others,
we have

formal extrinsic glory.

It is

not necessary that

this tribute be lavished by many, it suffices that there
be some admirers provided their judgment be sound and
prudent.
(St. Thomas, II, II, q. 132, a. 1.)
Shakespeare's formal extrinsic glory consists in this, that as an

exceptional favorite of the

Muses

his productions are the

v/onder of the stage, the delight of mankind, and the

crowning glory of English

literature.

Let us now^ apply these data to God.

God

intrinsic glory of

butes.

In

Him

glory

is
is

in

His

infinite

The

objective

being and

identical with essence.

His objective extrinsic glory

is

attri-

And

mirrored in His creatures.

some way reflects something of His
divine perfections. "The heavens show forth the glory
of God and the firmament declareth the work of His
Each of them

in

hands" (Psalm XVIII, 1).
His formal intrinsic glory reposes in the perfect
knowledge He has of Himself. He comprehends the
boundless ocean of His being and the infinity of His
power, wisdom, and goodness. His formal extrinsic
glory consists in the praise, love, and service which men
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and angels render
fections.

To

Him on account of His infinite perHim is the end of their creation.

glorify

"The Lord hath made
XVI, 4).

all

things for Himself" (Prov.

What

has been said of the Godhead in general is applicable to the Divine Spirit in particular. Of the twenty-five chapters that follow, the first six deal with topics
that bear

on the objective glory of the Divine

Spirit.

This was deemed necessary to bring into relief His diThe remaining nineteen chapters
vine Personality.

embrace subjects that bear on His formal extrinsic glory,
and show in concrete how in times past souls devoted
This is why
to Him have expressed their devotion.
we entitled our work "Glories of the Holy Ghost."
These chapters are pages, as it were, of the History of
the Holy Ghost adown the ages, not primarily along
theological and mystical lines, a viewpoint amply covered by eminent theologians and spiritual writers, but
along the less known and less explored side of poetry,
music, painting, architecture, and allied arts, as well as
in other domains of religious, social, and civic endeavor.

The data

collected in these vast

we have woven

into a garland

affectionately at the altar of the

By

and varied

that

territories

we now

Most Holy

deposit

Paraclete.

bringing these facts into bolder relief as evidence

by our forebears of the faith,
they prove an incentive to our generation in its
turn to study and worship the same Holy Spirit with
increasing love and zeal and so promote His formal exof the devotion cherished

may

trinsic glory.
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